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'A daily guide to spiritual nourishment for the soul.' This book is a compilation of Kenneth Hagin's

teachings on healing during his first year of the Prayer and Healing School in 1979. Written in a

day-by-day devotional format, it provides a daily dose of God's medicine--His Word. As you read

and meditate on God's Word concerning healing, you can come to experience the joy of a life of

good health, free from pain and disease. Daily headings include: *Why people fail to receive healing

*Where does sickness come from' *You can initiate healing *Is God trying to teach you something'

*Have the tenacity of a bulldog
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KEHHunted this type of Faith all my life. 2nd Peter 1:1 opens with "Simon Peter, a servant and an

apostle of Jesus Christ, to them that have obtained like precious faith with us through the

righteousness of God and our Saviour Jesus Christ:" 'like precious faith' is rare and precious,

indeed.KEH has 'like precious faith' because he not only teaches the Word, but urges us to study it

for ourselves. It is precious to find a Bible scholar who doesn't try to dominate, but knows 2 Cor.

1:24 "Not that we lord it over your faith, but we work with you for your joy, because it is by faith you

stand firm." Two things I value: 1) To know for myself. 2) To be respected as an equal believer and

not 'talked down to' by a leader.KEH lifts us up in Christ: Luke 22:69 "But from now on, the Son of

Man will be seated at the right hand of the mighty God." Glory to God!

I was looking for a good devotional on healing. I had never seen this particular one by Kenneth E.



Hagin but I sure am glad I purchased it! It is quick to read, easy to understand, and he often

intersperses IRL stories that help you to understand the principles of healing. I really enjoy reading

this every morning and I have a pile of devotionals that attest to the fact that not all of them are

enjoyable reads. If you don't read it, you won't learn and grow - so try this if you want an excellent

devotional based on biblical healing knowledge!

If you're dealing with chronic illness, this is a faith building and encouraging devotional with many

excellent meditations and Scriptures. I try to use it daily, as it is structured as daily meditations, and

find it very beneficial. It has helped in my Christian walk, especially in terms of apprehending the

blessings available to us as Christians, one of which is good health. A good companion piece to his

book Faith Foods.

This will def. increase your faith! Kenneth Hagin delivers a great devotional with many stories about

the faith miracles he saw happen as he ministered around the country and shares some of his own

testimony too! A must have for any Word of faith believer. My husband and I read one every

morning and it has increased our faith for healing, praise the Lord!

I've read Health Food Devotions for a couple years and find Kenneth Hagin's narratives very

uplifting and down to earth. I've also read several of his other books and highly recommend any of

his writings. I also love his othe devotional Faith Food.

Do you know what belongs to you in the Name of Jesus? Do you know what the healing scriptures

really say? Do you know the difference between faith and hope? This book answers all those

questions and more. It will ignite a burning desire to grow in your faith, turning more and more to the

Word of God. I have grown more in my understanding of scriptures in the one year of reading this

devotional and the Word of God than I have in the past 50+ years. Kenneth E Hagin is a superb

motivator, teacher and disciple! This book is and always will be within my top 5 best books every

read! Go God go!!!

Usually, I don't like devotionals. I find them watered down and full of obvious thoughts. But this one

is an amazing book, packed each day with a scripture, how to apply it and a story to back it up. I can

see that he talks from a lot of experience and has more experience in this topic than most people

today, even though the author lived in a time where this type of talk was not so popular.If you like



stories or Christian biographies, I think you will really like this book. If you are sick, praying for the

sick or know someone struggling with a sickness that makes you doubt if you really believe God will

heal or if your faith is strong enough to push through.. I can't recommend anything better!

It's always exciting to read the testimonies and personal experiences of Kenneth E. Hagin. He

modeled a lifestyle that is rapidly becoming 'the normal' in today's Christian lifestyle for many.The

word is at the heart of every experience, making this daily devotional a faith inspiring read for

anyone who is serious about operating in the believers ministry.
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